
                                                STRUCTUR PUTZ  

 

   STRUCTUR PUTZ is water soluble paint, based acrylic esters (ie, 100% acrylic)    

   and inactive high level of purity and thorough gradation.  

   STRUCTUR PUTZ decorates, seals, protects internal and external walls. Due to the    

   presence Flakes glass in the mass, when impinging rays of the sun or light, creates a    

   satin mantle at wall, thus giving more decorative presence in the building.  

 

   PHYSICAL PROPERTIES  

  Solid resin 100: 17.5%  

  • Solid powder: 55%  

  • Total solids: 72-73%  

  • PH: 8-8,5%  

  • Viscosity: 12P  

  • Specific gravity: 1,5 gr/cm3  

  • Formation of film: 4 ° C (on wall)  

 

   BENEFITS  

  The STRUCTUR PUTZ has great flexibility due to its high content of acrylic ester    

  in the mass, which helps the material to receive the contractions - when the    

  expansion strain.  

  • The STRUCTUR PUTZ is armed with a colour different to the mass of fibres,     

  which gives a high mechanical strength of the material, when fatigue from   

  contractions - expansion.  

  • Due to the presence of fibres in the mass when we want to form layers on textured   

  stops in place without distortion.  

   • The chemical composition is such where the paint has excellent fatigue behaviour    

   of the alkalis. This means that buildings located in coastal areas, the colour should    

   paint the walls, it behaves very well to stress the chlorine contained in water vapour     

   from the sea.  

 

    

 



             USES - APPLICATIONS  

             STRUCTUR PUTZ is used for decoration and protection of internal and 

             external walls.  

              The correct application of the material is made using the primer so as to     

              ensure good adhesion of the paint in the mass of plaster, and the stabilization   

              of the dust is on the surface of the plaster. Also ensure inactivation of the   

              sulphur that exists in the mass of lime hydroxide avoiding the creation of  

              sulphur that occurs in the form of yellowness in colour.  

 

              COVERAGE  

             STRUCTUR PUTZ can be used with a total coverage of 0,5-1 kg/m2 in one   

             or two layers above the coverage we need, because we want the material to    

             overlap the wall having a thickness capable of withstanding the mechanical  

             stresses created by movements due to shrinkage - expansion. Apply using  

             brush, roller or brush.  

 

              COLORS  

             Produced in white. By  order it can produced in other colours.  

   

              PACKAGE  

             Available in packs of 5 kg, 15 kg.  

 


